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 Is this magazine your first introduction to London Independent Photography?  Want to show your work
to other photographers? Interested in looking at and discussing photography?  Searching for new
directions in your photography?
To join LIP
Complete this form and send with a cheque for £14 (£9 for students/OAPs/UB40) to cover a year's subscription to:
Janet Hall, 27 Hawkfield Court, Woodlands Grove, Isleworth, TW7 6NU (Tel: 020 8847 5989)

NAME: ..................................................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS: ..................................................................................................................................................POSTCODE.......................

TELEPHONE:.....................................................................  email  ..................................................................................

I wish to join LIP and enclose a cheque for £..... payable to London Independent Photography

Signed.....................................................................................date........................................

Editorial
Welcome to the BIGGER September 2001
edition of the LIP Journal.

Following the recent highly successful
Northern Lights exhibition at Lauderdale
House we have decided to use images from it
as our photo essay. This is not only  to
celebrate its success but also to encourage
other LIP satellite groups to hold such events
and to use the Journal as a way of publicising
them.

In this issue we are starting a new series of
reviews written by members of the of The
Photographers’ Gallery bookshop which we
hope you will find useful and interesting (10%
discount on reviewed books for LIP members).

By now you should have received details of
the LIP Annual exhibition to be held at
Lauderdale House 29 October-11 November.
The title of the show is ‘All Weathers’ and
submissions must be delivered to Lexham
Gardens on 13 or 14 September. Please help us
to make it the best show yet!

Please make a firm note in your diary to
attend the AGM on 22 September. Full details
are on back page.

And finally....
After two years as co-editor of the Journal
Clare has decided to take a back seat in order
to make time for her other committments. She
will continue to supervise the listings pages
until someone feels the urge to hone his or her
word processing skills (full training is
available!).

The LIP Annual Exhibition 2001

All Weathers
Tuesday 30 October -
Sunday 11 November

Private View
Tuesday 30th October , 7 - 10 pm
Opening times: Tues/Frid 11am - 4pm

Sat 3 Nov phone House - Sat 10 Nov closed
Sun 4 and 11 Nov open 12am - 5pm

(Sun 11 Nov sharing with Antiques Fair)
Lauderdale HouseLauderdale HouseLauderdale HouseLauderdale HouseLauderdale House

Waterlow Park,Waterlow Park,Waterlow Park,Waterlow Park,Waterlow Park,
Highgate Hi l l ,  N6Highgate Hi l l ,  N6Highgate Hi l l ,  N6Highgate Hi l l ,  N6Highgate Hi l l ,  N6
Tel :  020 8348 8716Tel :  020 8348 8716Tel :  020 8348 8716Tel :  020 8348 8716Tel :  020 8348 8716

Tube:  ArchwayTube:  ArchwayTube:  ArchwayTube:  ArchwayTube:  Archway
Buses:  210 271 143 W5Buses:  210 271 143 W5Buses:  210 271 143 W5Buses:  210 271 143 W5Buses:  210 271 143 W5

CANYONLANDS
An exhibition of photographs
of the Colorado Plateau by

Lauderdale House, Highgate Hill, N6
Tube: Archway - Buses: 210 271 143 W5

27 November - Saturday 8 December
open 11am - 4 pm

Saturday 1 December open 1.30pm - 5pm
Sunday 2 December sharing with Craft Fair

Sunday 9 December sharing with Antiques Fair
Please contact Jennifer Hurstfield

020 7359 0713  for further information

Quentin BallQuentin BallQuentin BallQuentin BallQuentin Ball
Jennifer HurstfieldJennifer HurstfieldJennifer HurstfieldJennifer HurstfieldJennifer Hurstfield

Michael ColleyMichael ColleyMichael ColleyMichael ColleyMichael Colley
Tony Wall isTony Wall isTony Wall isTony Wall isTony Wall is

Tuesday 27 November - Sunday 9 December
Private View: Wednesday
28 November, 7 - 10pm
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Clare Glenister
Jennifer Hurstfield
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Jill Staples has worked as
a photographer for more

than 20 years and founded
IPSE in 1991. She talked

to Jennifer Hurstfield
about the making of her

book, pond, the influences
on her work, and

alternative processes

Beginnings

I showed no artistic ability in
my early years. It was not
until I did a one-year

postgraduate Froebel certificate of
education that I discovered the joy
of creativity. We painted, danced,
sang, used clay and discovered a
new world. The qualification
meant that I could teach all ages
fromthree to 13. After two years in
a nursery school, I mainly taught
six, seven and eight year olds. A
lovely age as they have lots of
enthusiasm and enough skill to
take on interesting projects. It was
through creative activities I taught
best and believe children learn
most.

My only perk as a teacher was a
teachers’ workshop at a local art
college, where I learnt basic black
and white photographic skills. I
began to use some of these in the
classroom. We made slide shows of
different projects and I was able to
use some of my images to
stimulate creative writing.

I was making all sorts of images,

photographing the children at
school, jazz in pubs, night scenes,
our dog and his daily visit to the
butcher, parks, puddles, snow,
frost, a bit of everything.

The Photographers’
Place
In 1977 I read in the Amateur
Photographer about Paul Hill’s
workshops at The Photographers’
Place in Derbyshire. I had been to
school in Derbyshire and had long
wanted to return. I delayed too
long in that year but made sure I
could go in 1978. It was a
beginner’s workshop and what an
eye opener. As for many people
visiting The Photographers’ Place,
it changed my life! A new way of
looking and of working - a totally
mind-blowing, life changing
experience. Annual workshops
provided my photographic
education for the next 20 years. I
would still be going if Paul and
Angela ran them.

I was lucky enough to come under
the influence of many wonderful
people at Paul and Angela’s place -
John Blakemore, Ray Moore,
Thomas Joshua Cooper, Fay
Godwin, plus many more.

Apart from Paul, perhaps John has
been the most influential of all on
my work. I find that I identify with
his type of photography. He once
said his work was "intensive
looking",  looking at detail.
Emotions come through his
pictures that at first glance aren’t
immediately obvious. He has a

very delicate way of putting things
together, a wonderful use of
gesture. For years John Blakemore
sat on my shoulders and I felt I
couldn’t really produce anything.
In the end I think his influence is
still there, but that I have absorbed
it and have found my own way of
seeing.

Editing and sorting
For years I would go to Paul’s place
and put piles and piles of prints
out, totally unsorted, and Paul
would look, pick things up, put a
few together. Paul is so good at
sequencing! It is a joy and a
splendid learning process to watch
him do it. In 1985 he said, "You
have arrived at last, Jill.” I had
come with work, made at a
workshop I had been to in Ireland
the previous year, that I had been
able to edit. I had at last learnt to be
selective in the pictures I took and
how I presented them.

Editing one’s own work is very
difficult. I have seen so many
people show too much work
because they have not thought it
through enough. There is a definite
stage of development, when you
can go through your own work and
say these images together make
sense. This one may be good, but it
doesn’t fit. It’s one of the reasons
why I like making books so much.
If you are going to make a book,
you can use images higgledy-
piggledy, but it makes so much
more sense to sequence carefully. I
have made many, many books over
the years.

LIProfile
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pond
By now I was realising I liked
working close to home, in places I
am familiar with, my house my,
garden and our house in France
where we spent a lot of time. I feel
I take superficial things if I am not
familiar with my surroundings. I
like having the insider’s rather
than the outsider’s view.

When we came to Bolney in 1983
 I spent many hours just standing
and looking in the garden, making
the occasional image when the
light was right. Even now when I
make fewer photographs I will
suddenly go out in the garden
because the light has changed.

I’ve always been deeply into
ecology and a love of nature. I wish
to express the spirit of nature and
the landscape and, as the garden
developed, photography seemed
the best way to do this. I didn’t
want to make pretty pictures. It
was the poetry of the garden, its
essence, that I was aiming for.

For three years I concentrated on
the pond, enjoying the changes
through the seasons. Water gives a
wonderful layering effect, the
surface, reflections and the floor of
the pond all help to make exciting
images.

I knew I would make a book of this
work but it was a real surprise
when Dewi Lewis, at a workshop
at Paul’s, said “this is potentially a

Several exhibitions followed the
publication of the book, in Hove,
Hereford and Pendle. Christine
Redmond had given me an
exhibition in Dublin long before
the book was considered.

Friends
During the period producing the
book I made other work. Some
friends bought a derelict property
in France and I made work
showing the transformation into a
beautiful home. The light in their
house was most appealing.

Then over a period of three years,
three different friends died.
Afterwards I made photographs in
their homes. Helena, whom I had
known since the 50s, was a very
creative person, making amazing
puppets and clay models. I learnt
to make a sewn book at one of Jane
Reese’s classes. I put the
photographs of Helena’s work,
along with her friends’ writings
and poems, into it and gave it to
her husband.

Then my gardener and good
friend, Jim, died. To go alongside
my photographs of his garden in
the book I wrote: "He taught me
most of what I know about
gardening. Certainly how to
organise one’s time and not flit
from one thing to another. To
concentrate on a biggish task even
when there are a thousand and one
things to be done. I still flit about

book, Jill.” A proper book! I made
four dummies and Dewi agreed to
publish it. Sadly he resigned from
Cornerhouse three months later.
However Dewi’s help and support
made me believe in pond. I went
ahead and self published, a project
I would not recommend to the faint
hearted!

It was a joy to work with my
designer, Niall Alsop, and also to
search and find poems to add to
the book. Kenneth White’s poem is
a delight. It was Fay who
introduced me to Chris Baines,
who wrote the book How to make a
wildlife garden and who wrote a
piece for my book.

The pond in Summer - Jill Staples
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but not too much."  You could
imagine Paul saying it about my
photography at one stage.

Marianne Francis was a member of
IPSE. She didn’t take up
photography till she was 70 when
her husband died. She had a
retrospective in the Towner Gallery
in Eastbourne when she was 80.
Another very creative person,
originally a sculptor, a fact evident

in her lovely house. One of my
favourite photographs in this
book was of her windowsill.

Alternative processes
After photographing the pond I
wanted to proceed to the garden.
But although I was taking lots of
photographs in the garden, they
weren’t saying what I wanted
them to say. I had to look for
other ways. I felt I could not do
justice to the garden through
straight photographs.

This search led me to alternative
processes. From Susan Derges at
a workshop at Duckspool, I
learnt about cyanotypes and also
pinhole photography. David
Gepp put a pinhole in the body
cap of my Mamiya 7, again at
Duckspool. From Melanie
Manchot I learnt about coating
material with photographic
emulsion.

For the cyanotypes I go to my
garden, gather the flowers and put
them on the glass of a frame. The
paper coated with chemicals is
placed on top of the flowers then
the back of the frame. About 10
minutes out in the sunshine
completes the job. It’s a very
flexible process. Some of them I
forgot and left out for half an hour.

My pinhole images have a quality
about them that I do quite like - the
old-fashioned softness. But I need
to do more.

I had some of my prints using
photographic emulsion on white
cloth in an exhibition at the
Phoenix Gallery in Brighton last
year. Some were hung from
branches on the wall, but those
placed directly on the window
with the light showing through
were particularly effective. Also in
this show were cyanotypes,
pinhole images and straight prints,
all made from the garden.

I have lately been using my
computer a lot to make images. I
put the flowers on the scanner, a
box on top and scan them. I use
these to make small books.

IPSE
After going to Paul’s workshops
for years I thought I should be
doing something locally. Six of us
who were at one of Fay’s
workshops at Paul’s lived around
here, so we arranged to meet again.
We also invited anyone who had
been up to Paul’s and who lived

Helena’s house - Jill Staples

Jim’s tools - Jill Staples Cyanotype - Jill Staples
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locally. This was in 1991. We were
lucky to find Micklepage, a
beautiful, atmospheric place to
meet for weekends and one-day
workshops. This helped IPSE to
establish itself.  It is a farmhouse
with a converted barn that will
sleep 26. We do all the cooking and
cleaning up afterwards. My
daughter does the cooking here in
my house and we have to carry all
of it over. My son and his partner
come down and help.

IPSE has also been successful
because there has been a very
strong core of members - very
competent photographers and
friendly people who are good at
absorbing any newcomer into the
group. We meet once a month in
my home. It is a supportive group
and very similar to LIP in
encouraging an independent
vision. All this comes from Paul
Hill - he is the cause of it all.

2001 is our tenth anniversary year.
We had a splendid birthday party

and will be having an exhibition in
October.  I hope some of you will
come and see it [please see Photo
Events, p. 22, for details]

Future focus
I love using a camera and I am
using it again after too long a
pause. But for now I shall do a lot
more with the computer. I am also
making paper from plants from the
garden. I want to combine this
paper with my computer images. I

see how I can because it is so
diverse. But I know I will make
more books. Possibly going back to
things like my family photographs,
all my links are with Derbyshire
and here. I suppose I would like to
go back and do something with
those memories.

Copies of pond are available at £10
including p&p from Jill Staples,
Windmill House, Top Street, Bolney,
West Sussex RH17 5PP.

Marianne’s windowsill - Jill Staples

think I am very much a
craftsperson. I enjoy the
craft of putting a book
together and making
paper.

I haven’t finished
working in the garden. I
don’t think I will ever
finish. I would like to
do more pinhole work,
perhaps more
cyanotypes. I would
love to gather all the
garden work together in
a book form, but I can’t Pinhole view of my garden - Jill Staples
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Inscape Fortunately Inscape is not
alone, and groups with
similar aims exist. LIP is a
case in point and provides
a valuable service to
members. The LIP
magazine has always
fulfilled a useful function
and Inscape and the

William (Bill) Bishop
founded the Inscape

Magazine ten years ago,
and it is as lively and
controversial as ever.

Here is its story

Inscape magazine came into
being in 1992 in response to the
closing down of a newsletter for

independent photographers which a
group called 'Box Brownies' had set
up and hoped to develop. When
funding support from the Arts
Council didn't materialize the group
issued a final number which
expressed the hope that someone
would come forward to meet the
evident need that they had
uncovered.

Realising that committees and
dependence on grant aid was
problemmatical, William Bishop, by
then a regular contributor to the
British Journal of Photography, decided
to step forward. He wrote a short
article in the BJP announcing the
launch of a newsletter for
'independent amateur
photographers' and, with the help of
£100 from LIP, produced a pilot issue
which was sent out to the 200
addresses on the Box Brownie's list.
The response was enough to fund
the next issue, and so it has gone on
since - from hand to mouth.

The pilot and first issue were
produced on a neighbour's computer
and then Peter Marshall offered his
competent computer support for
production. Later on, surprisingly,
an application for equipment to the
Foundation for Sport and the Arts
was successful and the editor was
then able to take the production in
hand.

The name Inscape (coined by the poet
Gerald Manley Hopkins in 1862) was
deliberately chosen to suggest the
subjective or personal dimension to
photography, and this has been its
essential focus. Many loyal
participants (Inscapers) have
subscribed from its early days and
carefully hold on to their back
numbers. These are mounting up
since Inscape will celebrate its 10th

anniversary on 1st April 2002,
around which time a special
retrospective issue should appear.

The idea behind Inscape is that of
participation in a geographically
widespread community interested
in sharing authentic photographic
insights, enthusiasms and work.
Over the years the emphasis has
varied, though it has tried to relate
to the tradition in photography
which can be traced back to Alfred
Stieglitz. At present it stresses
imagination as the key to
perception and creation in the 21st
century and tries to value and
celebrate and, if possible, publish
images which extend the creative
photographic tradition.

The most recent development is a
website so that Inscape magazine
with its particular philosophy can
present itself to the wider world.
The Webmaster, Talmage Stack, is
an early-retired banker and the
editor's old friend from school
days. This friendly site can be
viewed at www.inscape
photography.co.uk.

Although Inscape is basically a
small magazine issued five times a
year, it sometimes arranges an
event. One of these was an
afternoon of talks on the history of
photography by the then joint
editors of the academic journal,
History of Photography, Mike Weaver
and Anne Hammond. And more
recently there was an Inscape Meet
in Wales earlier this year. These
events were held in response to
requests. In fact Inscape tries to
respond to needs rather than create
events whether needed or not. For
example, if subscribers indicate
that there is no need for the
magazine then the editor will
immediately dive back into the
woodwork and, hopefully, live
happily ever after, but the
indications are that it is likely to be
more needed in the future rather
than less - or at least something
like it.

Journal of LIP complement one
another rather than duplicate or
compete with each other. Service is
the common attitude of Inscape and
LIP. Inscape is at your service but
does not want to tug at your coat
sleeves. It is here today and we must
live in the present. The future and
posterity are another world.

Looking back, there have been 43
issues so far and some of the early
numbers are surprisingly packed
with good things. It is no wonder
that colleges and libraries see the
value of stocking Inscape. Back
numbers are still available in most
cases and can still be had for the
cover price.   In connection with
Inscape William Bishop, academically
trained in the history of art,
published a book which provides a
selected history of post-war British
photography which stems from
personal vision. The book, Realising
Personal Truths in Photography also
includes a practical section on how
to do just that. This is available from
Inscape for £10, which includes
postage.

The felt need for publishing bodies
of work (in order to make the work
available) combined with the
difficulties of cost and distribution,
has recently led to Inscape adopting a
Small Books approach. Artists hand-
made books, limited to an edition of
50, are made to order. The motive
here is making something available,
rather than profit. It is uncertain how
or whether this initiative will
develop, but at present there are two
books in this series; one by Virginia
Khuri dealing with colour and one
by William Bishop exploring
waterway sites as phenomena for
contemplation.  These are luxury
items but at reasonable prices and
intended exclusively for Inscape
subscribers.
A special inroductory Inscape subscription
is offered to LIP members - five issues for
£10 instead of the usual £12. Send your
name and address, with a cheque payable to
Inscape, to William Bishop, 22a Gladwell
Road, Crouch End, London N8 9AA.
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NIGHTWORK -  Michael Kenna
Publisher: Nazraeli Press. Price: £45.00

Another beautiful book from Nazraeli Press. This collection of Kenna’s work
comes from an exhibition at The Friends of Photography, San Fransisco, Winter
2000. The works - not displayed chronologically - range from the 1970s to the
present. They were all taken at night while most people are asleep and therefore
capture what most of us do not see. Kenna’s painstaking record of night time
landscapes bear his trade mark slow shutter speed (in some of these images the
film was exposed for over an hour).  They seem to depict a peaceful world - one
completely different from the hectic one we experience during the day. However,
there is something quite disturbing about the world with no people in it;  these
photographs are critical of a hectic industrial world, proposing a positive and
peaceful alternative, but at the same time, it is almost as if they suggest the
human race is bound to destroy itself - presenting an inevitable post-apocalyp-

THE ARCHITECT’S BROTHER - Robert Parke Harrison
Publisher: Twin Palms. Price: £51.00
This stunning book from Twin Palms is beautifully printed and cloth bound. It is
the most interesting work I have seen in a long while. Harrison uses a variety of
media: painting, sculpture, theatre and performance, to create these photographs.
They depict a central character - a kind of everyman engaged in various acts
(patching holes in the sky, chasing storms to generate electricity, sewing up cracks
in the ground), which are attempts to repair an earth that has been plundered of
all its natural resources. These futile and quite ridiculous attempts, having no
scientific basis, evoke a feeling of melancholy and sadness in the viewer,  who is
encouraged to lament the impact of industry and globalisation on our planet.
Sarah Fordham

 The Photographers’ Gallery bookshop choice
 Laura Noble and Sarah Fordham present

the pick of recently published books.

HOUSE HUNTING - Todd Hido
Publisher: Nazraeli Press. Price: £60.00
Anyone with a vague interest in film, form and light will find Todd Hido’s book
invaluable; not only from a photographer’s perspective but as a world to be
entered and filled by its viewer’s own imaginings. It is not what is in this book,
but rather what is not.
Hido’s use of dramatic light to create theatrical ambience is not dissimilar from
the results of techniques used by Philip-Lorca di Corcia and Hannah Starkey.
However, his subjects are not living and breathing in the traditional sense. These
‘portraits’ (none of his images are landcape format) are houses and objects
scattered around and within them. They are nothing flashy, usually wooden
with small plain (often lit) windows, free of fussy architectural features. They
take on a model-like quality reminiscent of James Casebere’s subjects. The houses
are not homes. They stand poised for habitation, by the likes of film crews,
drop-outs or street kids. As A. M. Homes writes in his Bukowski style story at

the beginning of the book “these are houses of the dispossessed, repossessed, foreclosed. This is what remains
abandoned echo.”
We are left to play the role of the anthropologist, to pick out clues from the remains. The occasional car, pickup truck
and road sign tells us this is America, yet no names appear of places, streets or spaces. These colour night shots
sweep seductively across the eye and are then brought into focus by their defined digital quality presenting a
contemporary feel to the vagueness of the era they depict.
The sense of foreboding hangs thick in the air, awaiting movement or maybe magic behind the picket fenced exteriors
and abandoned interiors furnished only by a chair, mattress or imprinted pillow for a new set of characters. Till
then they remain still hidden by the darkness. This is house hunting for the hunted house.
Laura Noble

These book reviews are written by freelance writers Sarah Fordham and Laura Noble, who are also staff at The Photographers’
Gallery bookshop in London. LIP Members can purchase any of the books reviewed at a 10% discount. Proof of membership is
required.  Many more reviews can be found on the Photographers’ Gallery  website at www.photonet.org.uk

tic world and it is in this sense that they seem more sinister.
Sarah Fordham
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Fay Godwin’s
LANDMARKS

A review by
Edward Bowman

Most LIP members will be
familiar with Fay's work
either through her

shows, her books, or possibly
through attending one of her
workshops. But this is really the
first opportunity any of us  have of
seeing the full breadth of her
oeuvre.

The oblong upper gallery of the
Barbican has a number of alcoves
each the size of a large room in
which are hung about 20 - 30
images related to a particular
theme. Shown were her
landscapes, the work on the loss of
access to the land, her colour work,
her portraiture and so on. The
result of all this was a revelation of
the range of her photography.

It should come as no surprise.
Great artists like Ted Hughes, John
Fowles and Alan Sillitoe
recognised her gift long ago and
worked with her on joint
publications.
We have accepted that she is a
master of monochrome landscape
photography. She then moved on
to colour and immediately brought
into being new and original work.
What we perhaps never realised
was her mastery of portraiture, in
itself an extremely difficult
speciality.

In this major retrospective, Fay has
been careful not to over enlarge her
work and so let it lose its intensity.
The images looked good in her
books, but in her latest book
Landmarks published by Dewi
Lewis, the reproductions are
absolutely superb. Fay would
never let anything go to print that
was below her very demanding
standards.  This latest book is, I
believe, a collector's item.

At the Barbican it was wonderful
to see the original images. Superbly
printed and never over enlarged
which is sometimes a temptation in
a gallery space. Words like silken

and creamy spring to mind. They
have an aura rarely seen in
photographs except, perhaps, in
the work of Raymond Moore.

The question is what is it about her
images that raise them from record
into art? I once remember going to
her studio when she lived near
Camden Town. She showed me a
reproduction of a photographer's
image taken of one of the
prehistoric stone circles (not
Stonehenge). She complained that
he was copying her work because
his image was taken in the almost
exact same spot as one of her well-
known images. Yet, looking at both
images, it was absolutely clear to
me that Fay's print had something
more. It possessed a certain
intensity of vision and directness
that the other lacked.

John Richardson in volume 1 of his
biography of Picasso mentions the
Andalusian  'mirada fuerte' a
characteristic that Picasso had in
abundance. The act of fixing a
thing with a stare, an extreme
intensity of vision. Fay has that
gift.

Shown at the Barbican are some of
the colour prints taken during her
tenure as Fellow at the Bradford
Museum. She has captured
essences of a post industrial city
and a certain sense of sadness and
loss. The colours are muted yet
eloquent. In another room there are
the images of her flowers under
glass, mysterious and almost
abstract, the colours reinforcing the
sense of a gradual journey back
into the soil from whence they
came.

Great images are never just about
surface, however beautiful that

may be. Fay's images have the
power to stimulate the imagination
and free association. One of my
favourite images is a winter scene,
‘Mount Zion Chapel, 1972'. In the
foreground are two gravestones
and in the background, like mirror
images, two doors leading into the
Chapel. I thought of the hardships
endured by people living in those
times, always so close to death. Or
the sense of the infinite in the
minimal image of the sea in
'Beadnell Bay, Northumberland,
1971'.

Not everyone knows that Fay has a
wonderful sense of irony and
humour. The famous image of the
Duke of Westminster's vast empty
landscape with the very small but
very eloquent 'private' sign,
implying that with enough money
you can buy not only the land but
also the whole of nature. Shown
were her  amusing leaping lurcher
print and some of her sheep
images, and the tethered caravan.

Perhaps the greatest surprise for
me was to see her portraits and
how amazingly good they are.
Public figures are very experienced
at presenting themselves in ways
that they want to be seen  - their
public front. To get a peep through
that curtain is extremely difficult.
Fay has shown us how well she
does that. I loved the James Heriot
one where he is followed by a herd
of cows. There is a powerful one of
John Fowles and of Doris Lessing
and even of the very retiring
Phillip Larkin. There are also some
great portraits of farmers. It was
difficult to take in all the images on
such a crowded opening and I will
make the return trip.

When I came home that evening I
listened to a BBC radio programme
where critics were reviewing this
show and like me they were full of
praises.

Fay Godwin
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Victoria and Me.
"Because she is my daughter and I love her.”
This image is part of a project which I have been documenting since I was pregnant with my first
child, and who arrived full of surprises.  I didn't know that she would have Down's Syndrome
until she was born, so because of her special needs Victoria has to be stimulated using different
therapies that have been taught to me in various classes. Here Victoria is encouraged to reach for
her Father's hand for the first time when she was only a few weeks old.  She is making excellent
progress which I am continuing to document, and I hope this project will inspire other parents
who have children with disabilities to help them.
The original 12” x 16” print was made using SE1 silver gelatine liquid emulsion on art paper .

Maria de Fatima Campos

The Photo Essay for this issue features images from

Northern Lights
An exhibition staged by members of the North London

Satellite Group in Lauderdale House last May.
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I had been photographing trees
in isolation for a few years
without considering a panel of
them until the Northern Lights
exhibition.

I have always photographed
animals and especially dogs.
(My first photograph was of
one.)  I am particularly
interested in their
relationships with people as
interpreted by us (which is
different from their

interpretation, I am sure!). It took me a few years to regard these ‘film user-uppers’ as serious pictures
but therein lies the irony - they are supposed to induce smiles!
I spent my birthday week in Florence immersed in the glories of the Renaissance but chose to
photograph our canine friends. Someone I did not particularly care for had latched on to me and the
camera was a way of escaping from her!
The photographs were taken using monochrome film but for this exhibition I set myself the challenge
of printing them on my computer. It certainly made the planning  easier but it took around six
months of experimenting to achieve something that I liked. I am definitely sold on the idea of the
darkroom and computer working in tandem.

Most of the images printed were 35mm. The paper I use works with my own preconception of how the
print should appear. I might try various combinations but I now recognize that I already anticipate
what the print will look like before it has entered the developing dish. These prints were on Patterson
warm-tone, which changed to a beautiful brown when selenium toned. Unfortunately due to
Patterson’s financial problems this paper is no longer available. I do not have any further technical
details, as I keep no records of them.
The little tree shown was photographed on the west coast of Scotland. It just seemed incredible that it
has grown to even that minute size on a rock when constantly blasted by wind and rain. I often
wonder is it is still there, or has the poor thing finally succumbed to the elements.

Avril R. Harris

Clare
Glenister
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This is a photograph from an
intermittent but continuing
project on close views of trees:

Gordon
Raisin

I chose to use images taken in
Venice during Carnevale. Over
the years I have seen numerous
images from this city I had
decided it was about time I had
a go at trying to capture for
myself some of the essence of

Ian Mitchell

what this city is all about.
The light was kind as bright sunshine gave way to a mist that added a surreal and mystic feel to many
of the images and the masked revellers would go, on request, into a pre-determined series of poses.
The knack was to have film in the cameras at all times and to have short and long zooms on different
bodies so that you were ready for anything that presented itself to you.
The images selected were a mix of Carnevale masks together with a number of classic views of the city
in which I tried to capture, apparently successfully according to my satisfied buyer, my own
interpretation of this much photographed city. As for the future I have recently moved to a cottage
with a canal frontage so I  plan to document the life along my home stretch of water over the coming
months.

roots, bark, fungus growths, and so on. Much of this has to be done in the Winter months to avoid the
shadows cast by leafy canopies since directional light is necessary to show form and texture. Depth of
field often needs f.22 and I like to use a slow film, in my case Delta 100 at 50 in Rodinal, using a short
tele lens. I love looking at tree barks and stroking them but have to be more selective photographically.
Colour is seldom important so I can continue to work in black and white.
I wonder whether I tend to see in terms of mild close-ups because of eye-sight characteristics; but that
does make for a better appreciation of our surroundings, maybe Eternity  in the grain of wood? I
wonder also what some research into the eye-sight of artists would reveal.
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It was a hot late afternoon in August 1999. I wandered down to Islington canal near
The Angel and was amazed to find someone fishing. I hung around for ages enjoying
the scene and taking photos. Then suddenly a couple of boys arrived, greeted the
man fishing and threw their bikes down. They had a go at fishing.  I asked if they
would mind if I took some photos. They couldn’t care less – they were too absorbed
in this place, and their absorption in turn drew me in.

Jennifer
Hurstfield

Every day, as the tide retreated, these corpses in various states of decay
would be left on the shore. I became interested in the transience of these

figures, and was moved by the melancholy beauty and extreme sadness of
the scene.

Jeanine
Billington
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The image I first saw in the mid-1980s by Bruce Barnbaum of Antelope Slot Canyon started
me on a direction and focus in photography that I had been looking for.  After many years in
photographic limbo, I saw an image that was visually so strong, peaceful, but structured so
simply.  I had always believed that an image should be as uncluttered and simple as possible,
and the Barnbaum was perfect.
I found the canyon by accident in 1992, and since then I have been devoting my photographic
passion to capturing the essence of this area, the Colorado Plateau (even though most of it is
in Arizona and Utah) commonly called ‘Canyonlands’.  I photograph not only the canyons,
but also their surrounding environment – this includes the towns and mountain ranges as
well.
The image here is from Corkscrew Canyon, 1999.  It has the emotional magic that I need for
an image.  It is the image for which I love to roam ‘Canyonlands’ for the right light, frame it
as I wish and finally print it on the photographic paper I want my image on.

Quentin
Ball

Tony
Wallis

This photograph is of a sculpture
by Brancusi outside  Centre

Pompidou,  Paris, at a time when
the building was being refurbished

for the Millennium celebrations.
The photograph explores the

interaction between structures and
people, and how an image of a

building or monument assumes a
dynamic with people present.
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Brassai
 at the

Hayward
some

thoughts by
Jim Barron

Philip Hensher writing about
Goya in The Independent (9
April 2001) says, "What we

think of a painting is intimately
connected, whether we know it or
not, with the name of the author.”

This is something most of us do
know, but the occasional reminder
does not do us any harm and gives
us something to think about.
Developing personal guidelines
and learning to trust your own
judgement can enhance the
pleasure we get from looking at
photographs. Prints in the Hulton
Getty collection, even though
anonymous, can be as satisfying as
those in the V&A. Much as I like
the print room, like other similar
institutions it concentrates on big

names many of whom have
produced a good deal of pedestrian
work.

Before visiting an exhibition most
of us have expectations, because of
something we have read or heard.
This was especially true for me
when I went to the Brassai
exhibition at the Hayward.
Beforehand my awareness of his
work was limited to reading and
seeing reproductions in books and

magazines. Marja Wareheim's book
on Brassai lists seven pages of
bibliography and references. As
Doisneau had admired his work,
and Brassai is frequently referred
to as one of greatest photographers
of the twentieth century, my
expectations were high and I was
looking forward to seeing his work
in the form of “vintage prints”, (a
term associated with elastic
parameters based on guesswork,
assumption and financial
considerations).

The first print I saw on entering the
gallery was a self portrait showing
the photographer using his 6 x 9
cm Voigtlander camera with an
eight exposure roll film back. The
exhibition guide tells us that the
camera used heavy glass plates
and that Brassai was only able to
carry 24 plates at any one time.  An
absurd statement as 6 x 9 cm plates
weigh next to nothing. This is just
one indication that the author of
the guide lacks the photographic
knowledge to recognise inaccurate
sources that have already misled
some authors, and will now
mislead others.

Moving on from the self portrait,
the fine technical quality of the
prints of Paris bridges (described
as 'silver salt prints made by the
author’), came as a surprise. The
earliest of these prints is dated
1930.  My own view is that, to
comply with the term 'vintage
print', they should be made within
two or three years of the
photograph having been taken.

Jim Barron
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If the exhibition prints were made
with this time scale, Brassai must
have been a quick learner as a
number of authoritative sources
claim that he started photography
in 1929. In January 1931, he wrote
to his parents that he had installed
a darkroom in his hotel and that he
was going to get an enlarger soon.
He had told them earlier that he
had been using a photographer to
illustrate his articles, which were
his principal source of income.
Kertesz, his friend and fellow
Hungarian, had already performed
this function for him in articles in
Berliner Illustrierte. One wonders to
what extent Kertesz had 'helped'.

Brassai disliked halation in
photographs; these prints of Paris
bridges at night are acceptable
from this standpoint, although they
contain direct light sources. This is
possibly because of the misty
conditions under which they were
taken. On other occasions he
would hide the light source behind
something else such as a branch of
a tree.

In a letter to his parents on 28
March 1932, he claims to have
made history in the field of night
photography, a somewhat
surprising claim given the
achievements of others decades
before. Kertesz told Paul Hill and
Thomas Cooper in Dialogue with
Photography  that he took Brassai
with him on his reportages,
explaining interpretation and
technique, including that of night
photography.

Compared with the bridge prints, I
found those of the Eiffel Tower less
satisfying in terms of technical
quality and impact. It is difficult to
see why it was necessary to include
two pictures of a statue of Marshall
Ney when the better of the two
would have been sufficient,
especially as no examples
illustrating Brassai's sense of fun
are included in the exhibition.

The first hint of Brassai's
'imaginative composition' comes in
a photograph of a 'Morris column'
with a man placed strategically on
the right hand side looking away
from the camera. His method of
working becomes more apparent in
the next picture of a couple kissing

in the 'The Quatre Italia' (1932).
The half dozen prints that follow
are unremarkable: a night scene of
the Moulin Rouge, several shop
windows, 'The Second Hand Shop',
and a man looking at a poster of
Marlene Dietrich are static and
disappointing. They have an
element of nostalgia but lack any
feeling of the life or energy found
in, say, Latigue's photographs. I
cannot see that these photographs
show any progress in style since
the time of Atget, a quarter of a
century before.

Brassai has written, "The meaning
of art is not authenticity it seems to
me but the expression of
authenticity”. Unlike Atget, he saw
himself as an artist. So when we
look at 'Lovers' Tiff’ or 'Lovers in a
small Cafe', this is not actuality but
more an enactment, a couple of his
friends or extras from Alexander
Korda's film studio posing for a
scene. Brassai spent three months
learning the techniques of the film
industry and it seems likely that
some his ideas on how to create a
picture arose during this period. I
have visions of Brassai directing a
change of scene; “that's fine for the
billiard scene, all change for the
cafe scene.”

In general the final results seem to
justify the method of creating
apparent authenticity, but I have a
problem with this method of
setting up pictures. The work of
photographers such as Humphrey
Spender, Lewis Hine, or Jacob Riis
have  what I can only describe as
an integrity of purpose that I do
not feel when I look at Brassai’s
work.

The exhibition guide explains,
“Perhaps the most inventive of
Brassai's images are the
photographs of graffiti that he
made over thirty years. Brassai had
an interest in primitive art which is
linked to his graffiti pictures which
he used as a basis for textile
design.” The space devoted to
these pictures did not seem
justified, on my two visits, by the
number of people who seemed to
want to look at them.

There are many photographers,
both before and after Brassai,
whose work is equal to or even

Into Colour?
Dear LIP Journal
Given the quantum leap in
production values achieved
with the new LIP Journal
would it be possible to go one
stage further and include some
colour pages?  Whilst I much
enjoy seeing contributors'
black and white work in print I
cannot help feeling excluded
from the party for the simple
reason that all my work is in
colour. (And there is little I
find more irritating than the
caption phrase 'original in
colour'.)

I do not know what proportion
of LIP members'  work is
partly, mainly or exclusively in
colour but I would guess from
seeing the range of work
submitted for the Millennium
Project that a majority of
members do at least some
work using colour film. I know
that to include some colour
pages (minimum of four?)
would mean an increase in
production costs. Perhaps the
subscription could be raised to
cover this? Perhaps we could
start by including colour work
in just one or two editions of
the Journal?

Let the Journal know what you
think about this (rather than
myself). If enough members
want to see the inclusion of
colour in the Journal - and the
costs are sustainable - then it
could be a question of 'when'
rather than 'if'.  Over to you.

Andy Moye

surpasses his but who will remain
unknown to the general public.
Although I would have been
disappointed to miss this exhibition,
it seems that Brassai's oeuvre is
being stretched to breaking point.
Curators, critics and gallery owners
might be better occupied if they
were to try to bring the attention of
lesser known photographers to the
public.
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Perfect Strangers
Jennifer Hurstfield

discusses the role of
photography in Stephen

Poliakoff’s powerful
new drama

Two recent television dramas
by Stephen Poliakoff have
taken as a central theme the

significance of still photographs as a
record of the past. In Shooting the
Past in 1999 Poliakoff explored the
repercussions of the planned sale of
a huge archive of vintage photos,
and the secrets hidden in the
collection. In Perfect Strangers
shown on BBC2 in May this year, he
turns to another kind of archive,
family photographs.

I have always found Poliakoff’s
plays amongst the most compelling
and satisfying of the work
produced by his generation of
playwrights. Recently what has
impressed me is his exploration of
the importance of photography in a
way that is not artificial, but wholly
integral to the drama. This is only
one aspect of his multi-layered
work, but one that seems worth
drawing attention to here.

The events in Perfect Strangers take
place during a large family reunion
in an elegant old London hotel. This
brings together both close and long
estranged relatives. One branch of
the extended family, the
‘Hillingdon’ contingent, consists of
Raymond and Esther, and Daniel
their son.

Daniel is a surveyor, an apt
occupation for someone who
observes closely and tries to find
out what lies beneath the surface of
relationships. Whenever he enters a
room he instinctively picks up and
examines the family photos like a
detective searching for evidence. He
becomes an agent in the process of
uncovering buried secrets within
the family.

Key also to this process of discovery
is Stephen, who has taken on
himself the role of family archivist.
‘Archive Man’, as he calls himself,
has assembled a huge collection of
photographs. In the ‘viewing room’,

he shows small groups of family
members the photos that relate to
them.

An early scene in the viewing room
initially hooked me on this drama.
Stephen is showing a series of
slides to Raymond, Esther and
Daniel. Raymond is impatient,
indicating that this is nothing new,
he has seen them all before. Then a
sequence of images are shown of
Raymond’s father Lionel (Daniel’s
grandfather) with an absurd hat
apparently dancing on a lawn with
his arms outstretched.

The reaction from Daniel is
astonishment – he can’t remember
ever seeing his grandfather like
that. Equally astounded is
Raymond, who at first says it
cannot possibly be his father
because he 'definitely didn’t look
like that', and how could he have

forgotten his father 'ever being like
that'. Despite his protestations, you
can see that at some level he knows
it is his father, and is intrigued by
what the photo implies. But the
spontaneity of these joyful poses is
at odds with his recollection of
Lionel as a stiff, formal 'severe old
stick'.

The second surprise is a slide of
Daniel himself aged around six,
dressed in elaborate period
costume with a ruff around his
neck, like a little prince. Daniel
says he never remembers dressing
like that - 'Are you sure it’s me?'
Like Raymond, he is now puzzled
as he has no memory of the photo
being taken. Raymond and Esther
recognise their son, but cannot
recall taking him to a party dressed
up like that. But as we, the viewers,
look at the photo, we can see it is
Daniel, the child’s wide-open eyes
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echoed in the steady gaze of the
adult man.

These are not the only photos that
reveal family secrets. Stephen
shows a slide of the two elderly
sisters Edith and Violet, dressed up
as children for a studio portrait in
debutante clothes. Lurking oddly
in the corner of the photo are two
pairs of hobo boots. While the
dominant impression from the
photograph is of two conventional
girls, the boots allude to a time
during the war when they lived as
wild children in the woods.

The story of another member of the
family, Richard, who died in his
early thirites, is recounted to
Daniel by his aunt Alice. Poliakoff
employs a combination of
flashbacks and still images to
accompany her account. The still
images have as much emotional
impact as the dramatised
flashbacks. They seem to condense
rich and complex information in a
single frame. Early photos show
the closeness between Richard and
his two siblings Rebecca and
Charles when they were children.
Daniel studies the photos and
reflects on the feeling of
incompleteness he had sensed but
not understood when he saw the
adult Rebecca and Charles
together.

In some respects this theme – what
family photographs show and
what they hide or disguise – is not
an uncharted one. In 1991, a rich
collection of essays edited by Jo
Spence and Patricia Holland,
Family Snaps, the meaning of domestic
photography, explored the territory
of the family album. In one of these
essays, Annette Kuhn described a
photograph as 'a prop, a prompt, a
pre-text: it sets the scene for
recollection'. She and other
contributors drew our attention to
the struggles over the
interpretation of photographs that
go on between members of the
family. As Kuhn put it, if 'a
photograph can be the site of
conflicting memories, whose
memory is to prevail in the family
archive?'

So Poliakoff may be seen as giving
dramatic form to the idea that

family photographs can provide
access to narratives and meanings
about relationships. But what I find
original is that he has created a
drama in which the photographs
become a force for changing the
dynamics within the family and for
healing some of the ruptures. The
photographs do not simply shed
light on the past but become a
transforming agent in the present
and for the future. By revealing
aspects of people that had been
hidden or forgotten, the photos
allow similarities and connections
to be made across and within the
generations.

In a recent interview Poliakoff said
'People are like living photos.
Every one of them contains a
wealth of stories.' In Perfect
Strangers, Daniel says that there are
at least three great stories in every
family. When these stories come to
light, and the meaning of the
photographs is understood, the

divisions between members of the
family start to be healed. As
Raymond finds out about his
father’s 'secret life', hinted at by the
dancing on the lawn, he sees for
the first time in his father a
passionate character who defied
some of the conventions of his day
– not unlike Raymond himself.

At home I have numerous boxes of
photographs. Many of them are
unsorted, unlabelled. There are
people in them that I can’t really
remember. Sometimes I see a photo
of myself from way back, and
wonder, like Daniel, 'is that really
me?’ Perfect Strangers reminds us
that such photos, family snaps, are
a unique part of our history, and
that if we throw them away, we
lose for ever the clues they offer to
our own stories.

The screenplay of Perfect Strangers is
published by Methuen, 2001. A BBC
video is also available.
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Thank you to everyone who
participated and supported the
exhibition and sale. The event raised
almost £300  for the Sue Ryder Care
Centre.

Although we did not sell as many
photographs as we had hoped, the
members of the public who  did come to
view the exhibition were extremely
appreciative.  Many commented upon
the very high quality of the work on
view.

Staff at the Centre are very keen to try
another similar event and it would be
interesting to hear your views on this.
The main drawback to this venue is its
location and another sale would, I feel,
require a wider appeal - to encourage
more people to make the effort to attend
the venue.  A Christmas themed sale
has been suggested.  Please let me
know what you think about this, and if
you would be willing to support such a
venture.

Once again, very many thanks to
everyone who took part.

Far from the London gallery
scene, the Sue Ryder Care
Centre - a large Edwardian

mansion  once belonging to the
family of James Bond creator Ian
Fleming -  made a pleasant change
as a venue for a print fair. Set in
extensive grounds, the Centre was
ideal for a trip out into the country
to add a couple of master prints to
your walls,  but only a few
(stalwarts of LIP and the RPS
Contemporary Group) were
tempted out of London - nor did
the locals turn out in droves to
view a varied collection of images
or snap up what were
undoubtedly bargains of some
photographers’ work from LIP,
The RPS Contemporary group and
Zoomin.
Although prices on prints varied,
the standard of prints and
presentation was fairly high.
Prints were set out on tables set in
a spacious oak-panelled room. Still
lives seemed to be flavour of the
occasion and most of the prints
sold were in this category. On
Saturday, a large jumble sale, held
in the grounds, brought in the
crowds. A few drifted into the
print fair.

Print Fair at
Nettlebed

Peter Jennings reports on
the exhibition and sale of
photographs in aid of  the

Sue Ryder Care Centre

All said and done, organisers Carol
Hudson and Tony Mayne put a lot
of work into the organisation of an
event which, although not a great
success in terms of print sales,
made £300 for the Sue Ryder Care
Centre  and has established
another contact and venue for LIP.
If the print fair is held there next
year, Carol hopes to tie it in with
the nearby Henley Arts Festival.

Carol Hudson adds..

Peter Jennings

Peter Jennings Peter Jennings

Peter Jennings
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Opening a
Can of Worms

Avril Harris assesses the
impact of digital

techniques on fine art
photography - and finds

some worrying trends

I am often asked if I use digital
means for my prints and if

not, why not.

I have seen some very good digital
work, usually from people who
have spent a great deal of time in
the darkroom learning the
photographic skills of controlling
the negative and print technique,
whether in black and white or
colour. A considerable amount of
money can be spent on computer
equipment to even get close to wet
processing.  At the other end of the
scale are those who feel that
producing a digital print, however
bad, is better than using a ‘wet’
darkroom. They say the process is
more convenient and it is easier to
manipulate the image. But this is
where one of the main problems
lies – much of the work is inferior;
it can appear clinical and two
dimensional with the horizon as
sharp as the foreground and
colours too bright overall - people
do not know when to stop. . .

Digital advocates also say that
traditional cameras will be
unobtainable, not possible to repair,
no papers, no film.  In 20 years it
will all be defunct.  Already the
major companies are pushing
digital cameras against the
traditional.  One can only assume
the profit margin is greater and
therefore it pays to push the
unknown.  This is no different to
the marketing techniques for digital
radio or TV.  The programmes
won’t be any better.

I am sure painters heard the same
thing, that their art would die,
when photography became more
accessible and popular, but we do
not lack painters, sculptors or any
of the art forms which took place
before the camera arrived on the
scene.

I am most unhappy about the
standard of digital work being
placed in the public eye.  Many
who do this work do not appear to
understand that hard work and
practice is the key to success.  In
the same way that those of us who
print in the traditional way work
hard and practise our craft on an
almost continuous basis, so digital
workers must do the same. They
should be prepared not to show
their work until they have reached
the same standard that they might
have reached in traditional
printing.

Digital photography is not cheap.
Although I read that it may only
need a couple of evenings to print
an exhibition, how long does it
take to put all the information into
the computer, to correct the colour
etc. and how much do the inks and
paper cost?  My computer, which
is only used for basic
wordprocessing, seems to have an
insatiable appetite for ink (black)
and I dread to think what the new
archival colour inks cost per
image. Would anyone care to
enlighten me?

Computers may be used for other
purposes, but who would spend
£1000 on an enlarger when they
may be unsure of whether they
would make a success of printing.
A darkroom need not be an
expensive venture.  A few years
ago I helped a friend put together
a package, at under £250, which
fitted into a suitcase and went to
Africa with her. In it was
everything she could possibly
need to make superb prints, which
were eventually published.  I am
afraid a computer would have
been of very little use to her as the
generator would probably not
have produced sufficient power,

nor for long enough.

There appear to have been a
number of exhibitions shown
around the country where digital
photography has taken precedence
over traditional printing.
Individuals have put into Royal
Photographic Society assessments
digital images over which they
have probably sweated blood, tears
and toil, possibly not realising that
if they had printed their images, or
even had them professionally
printed, they would have been
better off.  I hear the phrase
‘Emperor’s New Clothes’ and this
is the problem; who will have the
courage to say ‘could do better’,
‘should try harder’?  Judges must
make a stand - even if the result is
that exhibition entries are reduced
by half - because the quality of the
digital prints are ‘not good
enough’.   Someone has to speak
out or all digital work will fall into
disrepute.  Substandard work
appears to be accepted because it is
digital.

From an increased interest in
available classes and my own
observations, I believe there is an
upsurge in the use of the view
camera, presumably to obtain
better quality negatives.  This trend
certainly does not indicate a
waning in traditional photography.
In addition, alternative processes
are proving very popular and in
this respect the computer can be
useful.   Traditional methods and
computers should work along side
one another and not vie for which
is better.

So, gentle reader, don’t keep your
mutterings to yourself. Put pen to
paper, or finger to keyboard, and
share them with the Journal – let
others know what you think.

Spotting
Although all the best intentions are in evidence when one
makes the final finished print one can still have blemishes
that need the use of  spotting tools. The art of spotting is
quite a learning process and requires much practice and
patience.
The tip here is to rotate the image 180 degrees. One will
therefore not be distracted by the image and any blemishes
are much easier to notice.Q
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